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A new approach for studying nucleation phenomena using molecular
simulations: Application to CO 2 hydrate clathrates
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We use an order-parameter formulation, in conjunction with non-Boltzmann sampling to study the
nucleation of clathrate hydrates from water–CO2 mixtures, using computer simulations. A set of
order parameters are defined:F i

gg ~i 51,2,...,n and gg for guest–guest!, which characterize the
spatial and orientational order of the CO2 molecules, andF i

hh ~hh for host–host!, which govern the
ordering of the water molecules. These are bond-orientational order parameters based on the average
geometrical distribution of nearest-neighbor bonds. The free-energy hypersurface as a function of
the order parameters is calculated using the Landau–Ginzburg approach. The critical cluster size
that leads to the nucleation of the clathrate phase is determined accurately by analyzing the free
energy surface. We find that the nucleation proceeds via ‘‘the local structuring mechanism,’’ i.e., a
thermal fluctuation causing the local ordering of CO2 molecules leads to the nucleation of the
clathrate, and not by the current conceptual picture, called ‘‘the labile cluster hypothesis.’’ The local
ordering of the guest molecules induces ordering of the host molecules at the nearest- and
next-to-nearest-neighbor shells, which are captured by a three-body host–host order parameter,zhh;
these thermodynamic fluctuations lead to the formation of the critical nucleus. Our results are
significant in understanding the proposed sequestration of CO2 by direct ocean injection in order to
mitigate the greenhouse effect. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1485962#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The viability of ocean storage as a greenhouse gas m
gation option is a topic of ongoing research and debate.1 The
ocean represents a large potential sink for anthropog
CO2 emitted into the atmosphere, and in fact, it has be
predicted that eventually over 80% of anthropogenic C2

will end up in the ocean at equilibrium.2 There have been
several methods proposed for injecting CO2 into the ocean. A
leading candidate is to transport the CO2 in a pipe to mod-
erate ocean depths~from 1000 to 2000 m!, where upon re-
lease as liquid droplets it will form a plume and dissolv3

into the ocean. In this case, there is formation of clathr
hydrate of structure I~a crystalline solid that includes CO2

molecules in cages formed by water molecules, see
Sloan4!, at the interface of CO2 and sea water, that impac
the rate of dissolution of CO2 in the ocean in addition to the
hydrodynamics of the clathrate–hydrate coated droplets
order to characterize the process of injection and dissolu
of liquid CO2, two required physical properties are the ra
of diffusion of CO2 in the clathrate hydrate phase and t
rate of nucleation of CO2 hydrate. Recently, we reported
theoretical study5,6 using molecular simulations, in which
mechanism for the diffusion of CO2 molecules in the hydrate
phase was proposed, the diffusivity of CO2 in the hydrate
was computed, and a consistent and verifiable macrosc
model for the dissolution of hydrate–clathrate coated dr
lets of liquid CO2 was proposed. In this paper, we focus

a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed; electronic
trout@mit.edu
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the nucleation of CO2 hydrates. Moreover, we present a ge
eral approach for studying nucleation and order–disor
transitions.

Equilibrium properties of the CO2/sea-water system
have been well researched from an experimen
standpoint.7–11 In particular, the clathrate hydrate formin
conditions~T,285 K andP.4 MPa! are well established
For a complete phase diagram see, e.g., Wendlandet al.9

Several experiments have been performed under condit
mimicking the direct injection process and have attempted
study the dissolution rate of CO2 in sea water.12–24 Under
direct injection conditions, the injected CO2 is in the form of
a liquid droplet and a thin spherical shell of CO2 clathrate
hydrate of structure I is observed to form around the C2

drop, separating it from the sea water. The process of hyd
formation has many similarities with that of crystallizatio
i.e., it can be divided into a nucleation phase and a gro
phase. For CO2 clathrates, the nucleation phase involves t
formation of a hydrate nucleus of a critical size at the liquid
liquid interface of CO2 and water. This homogeneous nucl
ation process is believed to be stochastic in nature, i.e.,
critical nucleus is formed because of a local thermodyna
fluctuation in the system. The formation of the critic
nucleus is followed by the spontaneous growth of the hydr
phase at the interface. In the past, researchers have desc
the nucleation process using classical nucleation theory,25–27

according to which the free energy of the formation of t
nucleus is calculated assuming that the formed nucleus
bulk-like properties. The size of the critical nucleus,r c , is
one that maximizes the sum of the surface excess free en
due to the interface between the bulk and the nucleus and
il:
6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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volume excess free energy of the nucleus relative to the b
phase and is given by

r c5
2g

Dg
. ~1!

In Eq. ~1!, g is the surface free energy density associa
with the crystalline–liquid interface andDg is the difference
in free energies per unit volume of the crystalline and liqu
phases at the given temperature. If the size of the nuc
exceedsr c , the system can spontaneously lower its free
ergy through the growth of the crystal-like nucleus. Lars
and Garside53 calculated the size of the critical nucleus f
methane clathrate hydrates to be'32 Å, at a supercooling o
5 K. Bishnoi and co-workers28 have taken a unified approac
to describe nucleation and growth in which the nucleation
described according to classical nucleation theory and
growth phase is modeled as a chemical reaction. The aut
suggested that the rate constants that describe the grow
the hydrate phase be obtained by fitting the reaction mode
experimental data on the uptake of the guest molecules
sus time.29,30The classical nucleation approach is faced w
two shortcomings:~1! the macroscopic treatment of th
nucleus, which is of a linear dimension of a few nanomete
leads to substantial errors in the excess free energy;31 ~2! the
pathway by which the nucleus forms and the exact struc
of the hydrate nucleus remain unknown. In light of addre
ing the latter point Sloan and co-workers have proposed
labile cluster hypothesis as a possible mechanism for
formation of the critical nucleus.4,32,33Based on the available
experimental evidence4,32 and molecular simulation results,34

the researchers proposed that the hydrate formation is i
ated by the following three steps:~1! labile clusters are spon
taneously formed when a hydrophobic solute is dissolved
water under hydrate forming conditions;~2! the labile clus-
ters ~consisting of a solute molecule surrounded by 20–
water molecules in the first coordination shell! associate with
each other to assemble the hydrate nucleus;~3! the associa-
tion occurs in different configurations of which only a fe
will lead to the correct hydrate structure. Based on this
pothesis, Sloan and Fleyfel modeled the nucleation proc
as a set of chemical reactions that describe steps~1!–~3!. The
rate constants were fitted to hydrate kinetic data on the
take of solute molecules versus time, therefore the mo
was not predictive. Moreover, the molecular basis for
above-mentioned hypothesis was not established. Kvamm35

proposed a variation of the labile cluster hypothesis, that
assembly of the labile clusters takes place at the vap
liquid interface rather than in the bulk liquid. However
quantitative estimation of the rate of nucleation was not
tempted.

In this paper, we propose a rigorous methodology
computing the reversible work for embryo formation with
the framework of classical statistical mechanics and mak
use of molecular simulations. Using our free energy form
ism, we evaluate the validity of the labile cluster hypothes
and provide a molecular basis for the hydrate nucleation p
cess. We estimate the rate of nucleation by calculating
free energy barrier for the formation of the critical nucle
and using transition state theory. The formalism that we
Downloaded 22 Jul 2002 to 18.63.2.164. Redistribution subject to AIP
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scribe is generally applicable in the study of~a! equilibrium
properties associated with any order–disorder phase tra
tion, ~b! mechanism of nucleation of the ordered phase in
supercooled state.

II. METHODOLOGY

We perform Monte Carlo simulations in the isotherm
isobaric ensemble~fixing the number of molecules,N, the
pressure,P, and the temperature,T, of the CO2– H2O binary
system!. The intermolecular potential for water is modele
using the TIP4P potential36 and that for CO2 is modeled us-
ing the Harris and Yung potential.37 All the bond lengths and
the bond angles of the individual molecules were kept fix
during the Monte Carlo simulations. The calculated therm
physical data of the pure phases and solubility data for
binary system, using the respective models, are in very c
agreement with the experimental measurements,36–38making
these models a suitable choice for aqueous phase sim
tions. We chose an initial system size of a 48 Å cubic
box for the free energy calculations, and a rectilinear box
192 Å324 Å324 Å for calculating the properties of liquid
CO2–liquid H2O interface. The temperature and pressure
the simulations were maintained at 220 K and 4 MPa,
spectively. The TIP4P model water has a freezing tempe
ture of about 250 K630 K,39–41thus the chosen temperatu
and pressure conditions of our model system are expecte
be within the phase boundary of the CO2 clathrate,9 which in
the real system, correspond to 273 K and 4 MPa. Under th
conditions the number of H2O and CO2 molecules in the 48
Å box are 2944 and 496, respectively. Periodic bound
conditions were applied in all three directions and t
method of Ewald summation was used to account for
long-range electrostatic interactions due to the par
charges of water and CO2. Typical production runs involved
averaging the properties over a billion MC configurations
parallel version of the Monte Carlo program was used to
on 8–16 processors.

The key to a successful theory that describes the pro
of nucleation is the determination of a set of dynamical va
ables~order parameters and their conjugate fields! that gov-
ern the phase transition, and a rigorous formalism to co
pute the reversible work for the ‘‘embryo formation.’’ Th
order parameters are system dependent~i.e., depend on the
particular order–disorder transition of interest!, and are usu-
ally determined based on the symmetry of the ordered ph
and how it differs from the disordered phase, while the
versible work for embryo formation~formation of the critical
nucleus! is defined using thermodynamics and statistical m
chanics.

A. Order parameters

We choose a set of scalar order parameters based o
distribution of nearest-neighbor bonds~bond-orientational
order parameters!, that are sensitive to the periodic densi
modulations in the crystal phase. The bond-orientational
der parameters are scalar functions that are used to ex
the local densityr~r ! in terms of spatial and orientationa
basis functions.42 Since the free energy is a unique function
of r~r !, including the relevant functions that constituter~r !,
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ensures a successful theory. However, recognizing that
local density at positionr is coupled to that at positionr 8 by
the direct correlation function, Ramakrishnan and Yousso43

demonstrated that choosing a finite number of scalar fu
tions that represent the pair correlation functiong(r ) at the
nearest-neighbor and next-neighbor-level, together with
exact treatment of the direct correlation function, is sufficie
to characterize the free energy surface.

Since the set of scalar order parameters have to be
variant under global translation or rotation of the coordin
system~the crystal axes may be oriented in any directi
with respect to our coordinate frame of reference!, we use
the three-dimensional bond orientational order parame
introduced by Steinhardtet al.44 to characterize the orderin
of the water molecules and the CO2 molecules in the clath-
rate phase. These order parameters are defined as fol
each nearest-neighbor bond has a particular orientatio
space with respect to a reference axis, which can be
scribed by the spherical coordinates~u,f!. Nearest neighbors
were identified as those molecules that were less than a
off distancer nn away from a given molecule. One can the
define the global order parameterQ̄lm ,

Q̄lm[
1

Nb
(
i 51

Nb

Ylm~u i ,f i !, ~2!

where the indexi runs over the total number of neares
neighbor bondsNb and theYlm’s denote the spherical har
monics. In view of the fact that the order parameter does
depend on the overall orientation of the crystal in the sim
lation cell, rotationally isotropic combinations of theQ̄lm’s
are defined as

Ql[S 4p

2l 11 (
m52 l

1 l

uQ̄lmu2D 1/2

~3!

and

Wl5
1

~(muQ̄lmu2!3/2 (
m1 ,m2

S l l l

m1 m2 2m12m2
D

3Q̄lm1
Q̄lm2

Q̄l ~2m12m2! . ~4!

The matrix in Eq.~4! is a representation of the Wigner 3
symbols~see, e.g., Landau45!. We defineQl

gg, Wl
gg associ-

ated with the guest–guest ordering, andQl
hh, Wl

hh associated
with the host–host ordering. Our choice of the cutoff d
tancer nn to define the nearest-neighbor bonds are based
the radial distribution functions,ghh(r ) and ggg(r ). The
ghh(r ) function is defined with respect to the oxygen
oxygen distance between two water molecules, and
ggg(r ) function is defined with respect to the carbon–carb
distance between two CO2 molecules~see Fig. 1!. Thus for
host–host order parameters, the cutoffr n

hh was chosen to be
close to the value at which the first peak inghh(r ) ends@the
first peak ofg(r ) defines the first coordination shell#. Simi-
larly, the cutoff for the guest–guest order parameters w
chosen to count the neighboring guest molecules in the
coordination shell. From theggg(r ) function for the clathrate
phase in Fig. 1, it is clear that two such values are needed
the ggg(r ) function remains zero in the clathrate phase~un-
Downloaded 22 Jul 2002 to 18.63.2.164. Redistribution subject to AIP
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like the liquid phase! for distances much larger than thesgg,
the effective Lennard-Jones diameter for CO2. A slight tun-
ing of the cutoff distances were necessary in order to av
counting of some next-to-nearest-neighbor molecules, du
local fluctuations in the ordered phase~the guest molecules
in the clathrate phase do not always occupy the center of
cages!. The criterion for the choice of the cutoffs is tha
which maximizes the difference in the values of the ord
parameters between the disordered and the ordered p
The typical values of the Steinhardt order parameters~Ql ’s
and Wl ’s! for the liquid and clathrate phase are given
Table I.

For water molecules, we employ the tetrahedral or
parameter, which measures the degree to which the nea
neighbor water molecules are tetrahedrally coordinated w
respect to a given water molecule.46,47 The tetrahedral orde
parameter,zhh, is defined as follows:

zhh5
1

N (
N

F12
3

8 (
i 51

3

(
j 5 i 11

4

~cosc i j 11/3!2G , ~5!

FIG. 1. The host–host, guest–host, and guest–guest radial distribution
tions, @ghh(r ),ggh(r ),ggg(r )#, in the clathrate phase and the liquid phase
equilibrium ~CO2 mole fraction,XCO2

50.14!, at 220 K and 4 MPa. The
distances are scaled bys f f53.154 Å, which is the Lennard-Jones diamet
of TIP4P water. ‘‘LB’’ and ‘‘UB’’ are lower and upper bounds in the defi
nition of thez1

gg andz2
gg order parameters. These were tuned as describe

Sec. II A.

TABLE I. Order parameters in clathrate and liquid.

Order parameter
Clathrate
structure I Liquid

Guest–guest
Q4

gg 0.0 0.0
Q6

gg 0.0 0.0
W4

gg 0.15 0.0
W6

gg 0.0 0.0
z1

gg 1.0 0.43
z2

gg 1.0 0.67

Host–host
Q4

hh 0.0 0.0
Q6

hh 0.0 0.0
W4

hh 20.15 0.0
W6

hh 0.0 0.0
zhh 1.0 0.63
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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whereN is the number of water molecules, the indicesi , j
run over the four nearest neighbors of a given water m
ecule, andc i j is the angle between the nearest-neigh
bond associated with moleculei and that of moleculej.
Therefore,zhh is a three-body order parameter which ensu
local tetrahedral symmetry around each water molecule.
typical values of the tetrahedral order parameter (zhh) for the
liquid and clathrate phase are given in Table I.

The tetrahedral order-parameter defines the orderin
the water molecules in the clathrate satisfactorily; howev
to describe the ordering of the guest molecules, the St
hardt order parameters alone are not sufficient. The rea
being that there is enough freedom for the guest molec
within each cage such that the translation of the guest m
ecules within the cage destroys the orientational symmetr
the guest–guest nearest-neighbor bonds. Nevertheless
translational symmetry is broken for the arrangement of
guest molecules in the clathrate phase. This fact is drawn
clearly in the radial distribution functions~see Fig. 1!: ggg(r )
associated with the clathrate phase shows clearly defi
peaks, and troughs that pass through zero. We therefore
fine the order parameter,z1

gg as the ratio of the areas und
theggg(r ) functions~between the bounds of the first peak
the clathrate phase, see Fig. 1!, of the current configuration
to that in the clathrate phase,

z1
gg5

area 1 in the current configuration

area 1 in clathrate
, ~6!

where, ‘‘area 1’’ is defined in Fig. 1. Similarly,z2
gg is defined

with respect to the second peak inggg(r ) of the clathrate
phase. The typical values of the guest–guest order par
eters (z i

gg) for the liquid and clathrate phase are given
Table I. By definition, the values ofz i

gg are close to unity in
the clathrate phase and significantly less than one in the
uid phase. To summarize, the ordering along thez i

gg coordi-
nates affects the dispersion of CO2 molecules, which other-
wise tend to agglomerate due to hydrophobic interactio
Ordering along theW4

gg coordinate restores the rotation
symmetry that exists in the clathrate, and the ordering al
the zhh ensures that the water molecules are perfectly te
hedrally coordinated, as in the clathrate. Therefore, we p
pose that the guest–guest Steinhardt order parameter,W4

gg,
tetrahedral order parameter,zhh, and the guest–guest orde
parameters (z1

gg,z2
gg) based onggg(r ), are sufficient to de-

scribe the symmetry of the clathrate phase. This will be v
dateda postieri.

B. Landau free energy method

In order to calculate the free energy, we use the Land
Ginzburg ~LG! formalism50 in conjunction with the order
parameters,F i , i 51,...,4 ~where F15z1

gg, F25z2
gg, F3

5W4
gg, and F45zhh!. For the general case of a spatial

varying order parametersF i(r ), i 51,...,4, the probability
distribution function of the order paramete
P@F̃1(r ),F̃2(r ),...# is defined as
Downloaded 22 Jul 2002 to 18.63.2.164. Redistribution subject to AIP
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P@F̃1~r !,F̃2~r !,...#

5
1

QNPT
E dVE dt rot

N P i H E DN@F i~r !#J 1

N!l3N

3P i$d~F̃ i~r !2F i~r !!%exp~2bHN2bPV! ~7!

QNPT is the partition function in the isothermal-isobaric e
semble,V is the volume of the system,b51/kBT, l is the de
Broglie wavelength, andHN is the configurational Hamil-
tonian of the system. The path integral notationDN@F i(r )#
should be interpreted as42

P i H E DN@F i~r !#J [P i H lim
v0→0

PaE dF i ,aJ 5E
rN

drN.

~8!

Equation~8! defines the path integral in terms of a trace ov
a discrete number of sitesa, andv0 represents the volume
per site. The coordinates of the center of mass of the m
ecules are represented byrN, and t rot

N are the Euler angles
representing the rotational degrees of freedom of each of
molecules about their center of mass. The Landau free
ergy L@F̃1(r ),F̃2(r ),...# is defined as

exp~2bL@F̃1~r !,F̃2~r !,...# !

5E dVE dt rot
N P i H E DN@F i~r !#J 1

N!l3N

3P i$d~F̃~r !2F~r !!%exp~2bHN2bPV!, ~9!

L@F1~r !,F2~r !,...#52kBT ln~P@F1~r !,F2~r !,...# !

1constant. ~10!

Equation~10! follows from Eq. ~9!. The Gibbs free energy
G52kBT ln(QNPT), is then related to the Landau free ener
by the path integral,

exp~2bG!5P i H E DN@F i~r !#J
3exp~2bL@F1~r !,F2~r !,...# !. ~11!

To calculate the Gibbs free energy of a particular phaseA,
the limits of integration in Eq.~11! are from the minimum
value of F to the maximum value ofF, that characterizes
phaseA.

C. Implementation of the LG formalism

The probability distribution function P@F1(r ),
F2(r ), . . . # is calculated during a simulation run by collec
ing statistics of the number of occurrences of particular v
ues of F1(r ), F2(r ), . . . during the course of theNPT
simulations. This is accomplished by constructing a multi
mensional histogram with respect toF1(r ), F2(r ), . . . val-
ues. In the absence of a spatially varying external poten
the equilibrium phases are homogeneous, therefore only
cases of the inhomogeneous order parameters need t
considered: the first is the global order parameter which
the spatial average of the inhomogeneous order param
over the entire volume,F i

global. The second is a cluster orde
parameter,F i

cluster, defined as the spatial average of the ord
parameter
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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is a small region of space that is a subset of the total volu
Since nucleation occurs via the formation of a critic
nucleus, the cluster order parameters are sufficient to
scribe the nucleation process, and one does not have to
with the genericF i(r ). The precise definition of the cluste
order parameters is given in Sec. III. It turns out that relia
statistics for up to a four-dimensional probability distributio
function of the global and cluster order parameters can
collected in conjunction with umbrella sampling as describ
in the following.48–51

As will become clear from the discussion on liquid
liquid interface~Sec. III A!, the hydrophobic effect drives th
liquid–liquid phase separation of CO2 and H2O mixture that
leads to the agglomeration of the CO2 molecules. In the
clathrate phase, however, the CO2 molecules are uniformly
dispersed and are separated by a shell of water molec
Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the least probab
the thermodynamic fluctuations is one that favors order
along thez1

gg,cluster coordinate. To calculateP@F1 ,...,F4#,
~hereF i can either be a global or a cluster order paramet!,
one order parameter coordinate,F15z1

gg,cluster, is chosen to
be the principal coordinate, and divided into thirty window
As a first estimate, a probability distribution
P1@F1 , . . . ,F4#, is calculated separately in each of the wi
dows, by collecting statistics in the form of a fou
dimensional histogram inF i , i 51, . . . ,4. Westart with a
well equilibrated liquid phase, and perform normalNPT
simulations. During the course of the simulation we reco
the minimum and maximum values ofF i and
P@F1 , . . . ,F4# in that range ofF i . This defines our first
window of F1 . Starting with the configuration correspon
ing to maximum value ofF1 from the first window, we
perform NPT simulations in the second window. We co
strain the order parameterF1 to be within the range of the
second window~the lower bound ofF1 for the second win-
dow is slightly less than the upper bound ofF1 in the first
window and so on!. This process is continued until we spa
the complete range of the order parameter,F1 . During this
process the other three order parameters are not constra
but instead left to evolve ergodically as the system explo
the phase space. The individual pieces of the Landau f
energy hypersurface from each window are calculated u
Eq. ~10!. Since the pieces are determined only to an arbitr
constant, the constant term is adjusted in each window
make the free energy surface continuous along the coordi
F1 . This procedure is done as follows: The first-order d
tribution function, L (1)@F1#, is calculated by integrating
L@F1 ,...,F4# with respect to all order parameters exce
F1 . Suitable constants are added toL (1)@F1# in each win-
dow to make the function continuous~and visibly differen-
tiable! along the coordinateF1 . In our scheme, this adjust
ment ensures the continuity of the Landau free ene
hypersurface along all the order-parameter coordinates. H
ing obtained the first estimate of the Landau free ene
hypersurface andL (1)@F1# without the use of any weighting
function in the umbrella sampling, a successive set of sim
lations are then performed in each of the windows by usin
weighting functionw$F1%5exp(1bL(1)@F1#) in addition to
the usual acceptance criteria for the probabilities in theNPT
Downloaded 22 Jul 2002 to 18.63.2.164. Redistribution subject to AIP
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simulations.48,49,51 This results in a new set of probabilit
distribution functions, P@F1 ,...,F4#, and consequently
L@F1 ,...,F4#. The procedure for adjusting the constants
make the free energy hypersurface continuous is repe
with the new distribution functions. In theory, the accura
of the computed free energy surface increases with suc
sive iterations, however in practice it is established that
distribution functions converge just with one iteration.49 The
Gibbs free energy is calculated by performing a numeri
integration of Eq.~11!. During the free energy simulations
g(r ) functions and snapshots are monitored to ensure
the resulting phase is indeed a clathrate phase.

III. RESULTS

A. The CO2 – H2O interface

It is a known experimental fact that the CO2 hydrate
nucleates at the liquid–liquid interface of CO2 and H2O.12–24

Thus, it is important to understand the nature of this int
face. The interface was equilibrated by sandwiching a liq
CO2 phase~saturated with water! between two H2O phases
~saturated with CO2!. The system size was chosen to
192 Å324 Å324 Å, and comprised of a total of 1336 wate
molecules and 512 CO2 molecules between the three phas
Energy minimization was performed in the two regions
viding the liquid CO2 phase from the H2O phases. The sys
tem was equilibrated by performing 100 million MC step
The variation of the mole fraction of CO2 across the inter-
face after equilibration was calculated by averaging over
additional 100 million MC steps and the result is shown
Fig. 2. The distribution of the mole fraction across the int
face was calculated by discretising the spatial coordinate
pendicular to the interface, and collecting histograms of
number of CO2 and H2O molecules along this coordinate
Due to the hydrophobic nature of the CO2 molecules, the
interface is sharp, i.e., the variation of the mole fracti
across the interface occurs in the range of 8 Å (1 s f f

53.154 Å). It is worthwhile to note that in this length scal
the mole fraction of CO2, XCO2

, decreases from.1.0 to
0.013, passing throughXCO2

50.14 ~the stoichiometric com-
position of CO2 in a clathrate with all cages occupied!.

FIG. 2. The equilibrium distribution of the mole fraction of CO2 across the
interface. The interface width is of the order of 8 Å.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. First-order distribution functions for three dif
ferent sizes of cluster implants~9.6, 14.5, and 19.3 Å!
with respect to~a! W4

gg,cluster, ~b! zhh,cluster, ~c! z1
gg,cluster.
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B. Hydrate cluster implant and growth

In order to estimate the size of the critical nucleus of
CO2 hydrate that leads to the spontaneous growth of
hydrate phase at the interface, we implanted hydrate clus
of different sizes in a CO2 and H2O liquid solution ~at the
stoichiometric mole fraction,XCO2

50.14!, and let the system
equilibrate. We note that such a high concentration of CO2 is
found only near the interface as discussed previously.
interface between the implanted cluster and the liquid m
ture was relaxed by energy minimization, prior to performi
the Monte Carlo runs. A total of one billion MC steps we
performed for each cluster size during which the size of
implanted cluster was monitored. The results for two diff
ent sizes of the implanted cluster are described in the foll
ing: As the system evolved, the implanted cluster of line
dimension 19.3 Å expanded in size to encompass the w
system, while an implanted cluster of 9.6 Å diminished
size and disintegrated into solution. From these results
conclude that the critical nucleus size for the formation
the CO2 hydrate phase lies in between 9.6 and 19.3 Å. T
result is consistent with the estimate of the critical clus
size for methane hydrate previously reported by Ba´ez and
Clancy52 using molecular dynamics methods. In order to o
tain a better estimate of the ‘‘critical nucleus size,’’ we an
lyzed the thermodynamic stability of the different cluster im
plants, by mapping the free energy hypersurface
inhomogeneous system~implanted cluster in a liquid solu
tion! as a function of the cluster order parameters. This p
cedure is described in the following.

An implanted cluster is viewed as an inhomogeneo
phase in which the order parameters are spatially vary
For example, the order parametersW4

gg(r ) andzhh(r ) take on
values close to that in the clathrate phase in the region of
implanted cluster, and liquid-like values outside the region
the implanted cluster. We can then define an order param
with reference to the cluster~for example,W4

gg,cluster! as fol-
lows:

W4
gg,cluster5

1

Vcluster
E

Vcluster

dr W4
gg~r !. ~12!

In Eq. ~12!, Vcluster is the volume occupied by the implante
cluster. Other cluster order parameters~zhh,cluster, etc.! are
defined similar to Eq.~12!. It must be remarked that we d
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not not assume the shape of the cluster to be spherical
stead, we identify a specific number of guest molecules
ing part of the cluster. The cluster order parameters are
culated based on this set of guest molecules and t
neighboring host molecules. Therefore, the cluster can t
up any arbitrary shape in the simulation box.

The stability of the implanted cluster is determined
calculating the Landau free energy hypersurface as a fu
tion of the cluster order parameters,L@W4

gg,cluster,
zhh,cluster,...]. Theglobal minimum in the Landau free energ
hypersurface of a stable cluster~i.e., one that expands in
size! occurs at the values of the cluster order parame
close to that of the clathrate phase. On the other hand,
global minimum in the Landau free energy hypersurface
an unstable cluster~i.e., one that disintegrates into solution!
occurs at the values of the cluster order parameters clos
that of the liquid phase. The first-order distribution function
L (1)@z1

gg,cluster#, L (1)@zhh,cluster#, and L (1)@W4
gg,cluster# for the

implanted clusters of three different sizes, 9.6, 14.5, and 1
Å are shown in Fig. 3. The first-order distribution function
a particular cluster parameter,L (1)@W4

gg,cluster#, is related to
the probability of finding the system with a particular valu
of the cluster order parameterW4

gg,cluster, irrespective of the
values of the other cluster order parameters~zhh,cluster, etc.!.
Since the first-order distribution function is a projection
the Landau free energy hypersurface on a particular or
parameter coordinate, it is easily visualized in a tw
dimensional plot. It is clear from Fig. 3 that the global min
mum in the Landau free energy hypersurface for the 9.6
cluster implant occurs at values ofW4

gg,cluster50, zhh,cluster

50.6, andz1
gg,cluster50, which correspond to the order pa

rameter values in the liquid phase, while the global minimu
for the 14.5 and 19.3 Å cluster implants occur at values
W4

gg,cluster50.14, zhh,cluster50.9, and z1
gg,cluster50.9, which

correspond to order parameter values in the clathrate ph
Therefore we conclude that the size of the critical nucleus~at
220 K, 4 MPa! is between 9.6 and 14.5 Å. The significan
of the bounds for the size of the critical nucleus is appar
when we compare the values to the critical cluster size
.32 Å estimated by Larson and Garside53 using classical
nucleation theory. The classical nucleation theory clea
overestimates the size of the critical nucleus for the C2

hydrate system. We now describe the nucleation process
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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path in the multidimensional order parameter space, and
culate the free energy associated with the path using
Landau–Ginzburg formalism.

C. Labile cluster hypothesis

Sloan4 proposed ‘‘the labile cluster hypothesis’’ as a v
able pathway for nucleation, according to which ‘‘labile clu
ters’’ ~a labile cluster being one CO2 molecule encaged by
20–24 water molecules in its first coordination shell! diffuse
in the liquid phase as a single entity. The critical nucleus
formed by the agglomeration of the labile clusters. Althou
this hypothesis was proposed more than a decade ago,
have been no theoretical or experimental attempts to vali
the proposed mechanism. A previous computer simula
study showed evidence of the presence of labile clusters
for very dilute concentrations of the hydrophobic solute.34 In
order to test the labile cluster hypothesis, we define t
classes of order parameters: the first being the coordina
number of a randomly chosen CO2 molecule, defined as th
number of H2O molecules that are less than a distancer nn

gh

wherer nn
gh is defined based onggh(r ), similar to the cutoff,

r nn
hh, defined earlier. A labile cluster is identified as a C2

molecule along with the water molecules in its first coor
nation shell, if the coordination number is greater than
equal to twenty. The second class of order parameters
chosen to be the distance between labile clusters, define
the carbon–carbon distance between the two CO2 molecules
that are part of the labile clusters. If the labile cluster hypo
esis were to provide the correct nucleation mechanism, t

~a! the formation of the labile cluster would have to b
either spontaneous, or an activated processand the la-
bile cluster would exist as a metastable state~defined as
a local minimum in the Landau free energy hypers
face!;

~b! agglomeration of labile clusters would have to be sp
taneous,or an activated process with an activation e
ergy less than that of the free energy barrier for
disintegration of the metastable labile cluster.

We calculated the Landau free energy surface as a fu
tion of the order parameters associated with the labile clu
hypothesis, by using the Landau free energy method outli
in Sec. II. The first-order distribution functions of the fre
energy hypersurface in Figs. 4 and 5~a! clearly show evi-
dence that is contrary to the above-mentioned criteria. In
4 is shown the free energy of formation of a labile cluster
three different concentrations of CO2. XCO2

50.011: the
saturation concentration of CO2 in water, XCO2

50.11: the
concentration of CO2 that is equal to that in the clathrat
hydrate with only the large cages occupied,XCO2

50.14: the
concentration of CO2 that is equal to that in the clathrat
hydrate with complete occupancy. The activation free ene
for the formation of the labile cluster is 3kBT for XCO2

50.011, 10kBT for XCO2
50.11, and 18kBT for XCO2

50.14. Therefore, to describe step 1 of the labile clus
hypothesis, the labile clusters are easily formed by an a
vated process only for the case of dilute solutions. For c
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centrations near the CO2– H2O interface, the free energ
penalty for the formation of the labile clusters is large.
Fig. 5~a!, we have depicted the results for the agglomerat
of labile clusters, step 2 of the labile cluster hypothesis. T
order parameters we have used to describe this proces
given in Fig. 5~b!, where, each hexagon filled with the pa
tern represents a labile cluster. For example, the dista
between an agglomerate of four labile clusters and an
lated labile cluster is denoted by L~1,2,3,4!–L~5!. Two labile
clusters merge into a larger cluster when the distance
tween them reduces to about 6 Å. From Fig. 5~a!, it is evi-
dent that the free energy barrier that has to be overcome
the agglomeration of two labile clusters is of the order
35kBT, which is much larger than the stabilization free e
ergy of the labile cluster~which is of the order of 1kBT, see
Fig. 4!. Therefore, it is thermodynamically favorable for th
labile clusters to disintegrate rather than agglomerate to f
a larger cluster. The free energy barrier that has to be o
come for forming larger clusters is too large and increa
with increase in cluster size@Fig. 5~a!#. Thus, the violation of
the above-mentioned two criteria are more pronounced as
size of the agglomerate increases and as the concentrati
CO2 in water increases. To build the critical nucleus~of size
14.5 Å!, 32 labile clusters need to agglomerate, therefore,
free energy of formation of the critical nucleus according
the labile cluster hypothesis would be much greater th
150kBT, leading to a rate of formation that is less by seve
orders of magnitude than that observed in the experime
Moreover, in our simulations, the agglomerated labile cl
ters do not undergo the necessary structural change to e
the nucleation of the clathrate phase. Therefore, we conc
that it is highly unlikely that the CO2 hydrate nucleation
occurs via the labile cluster hypothesis. In other words,
coordination number of a CO2 molecule and the distanc

FIG. 4. Formation of a ‘‘labile cluster:’’ First-order distribution function o
the Landau free energy,L (1) @coordination number# vs the coordination
number of H2O molecules around a CO2 molecule at three different concen
trations. The free energy functions clearly indicate that the labile cluste
not a metastable state.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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between labile clusters are not the correct set of order par
eters to describe the nucleation of the clathrate hydrate.

D. Local structuring hypothesis

As observed in Fig. 3, the first-order distribution fun
tion L (1)@W4

gg,cluster# for the 9.6 Å shows an inflection at
value of W4

gg,cluster50.133, the value corresponding to th
clathrate phase~see Table I!, while that for the 14.5 and 19.3
Å clusters show a global minimum atW4

gg,cluster50.15.
Therefore, evidence from cluster-implant studies~Fig. 3! in-
dicates that the dissolution of implanted clusters smaller t
the critical cluster size is initiated by the disappearance
order along theW4

gg coordinate. The free energy hypersurfa
along thez1

gg,clustercoordinate is stable for clusters larger th
the critical cluster size and metastable for clusters sma
than the critical cluster size. The free energy hypersurf
along the host–host order parameter,zhh,cluster, is stable
around the values in the clathrate phase (zhh,cluster51.0) for
the clusters larger than the critical nucleus, however disp
a broad minimum ranging from 0.6,z1

gg,cluster,0.85. For a
9.6 Å cluster, the number of water molecules in the cluste
comparable to that in the interface between the cluster

FIG. 5. Agglomeration of ‘‘labile clusters:’’~a! First-order distribution func-
tion of the Landau free energy,L (1)@L#, vs distance between labile cluste
for three different sizes of agglomerates, at a mole fraction ofXCO2

50.14.
The distance between the labile clusters are defined pictorially in~b!.
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the liquid. Since the water molecules in this interface are a
counted in determining the cluster order parameterzhh,cluster

@see Eq.~12!#, the value ofzhh,cluster is less than that of the
clathrate phase. A viewing of the snapshots during the sim
lation showed that the water molecules were structu
~similar to those in the clathrate phase! even for small clus-
ters, as long as the order along theW4

gg,clusterremained.
In light of the above-mentioned sets of observations,

propose ‘‘the local structuring hypothesis’’ to describe t
mechanism of nucleation. The set of events described in
following initiate the nucleation of the clathrate phase.

~1! A thermal fluctuation causes a group of the gu
(CO2) molecules to be arranged in a configuration similar
that in the clathrate phase. The structure of the water m
ecules around the locally ordered guest molecules is
perturbed, in comparison with the bulk mixture. This proce
is to be regarded as a thermodynamic perturbation of
isotropic liquid phase due to the finite temperature of
system and hence, is stochastic in nature.

~2! If the number of guest molecules in the local order
arrangement exceeds that in a critical nucleus, the relaxa
of the surrounding water and CO2 molecules causes the fre
energy hypersurface to be locally stable along all the gue
guest cluster order parameter coordinates. The guest–g
and the host–host cluster order parameters take on va
close to the clathrate phase, resulting in the formation of
critical nucleus.

Thus, according to the local structuring hypothesis
local geometrical arrangement of CO2 molecules ~whose
symmetry is similar to that existing in the clathrate! caused

FIG. 6. The first-order distribution function of the Landau free energy h
persurface,L (1)@z1

gg,cluster# for a cluster of size 14.5 Å, showing the transfo
mation from a liquid-like cluster to a clathrate-like cluster, eventually lea
ing to the nucleation of the clathrate phase.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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by thermal fluctuations, leads to the formation of the critic
nucleus.

An extreme case of the local structuring hypothesis w
investigated by Hirai and co-workers.54 The authors per-
formed molecular dynamics simulations on water–CO2 mix-
tures in which the positions of the CO2 molecules were held
fixed at the exact positions found from the crystal struct
of the clathrate phase. The molecular dynamics was t
performed only on the water molecules. The authors sho
that starting from a disordered water phase, the water m
ecules organized themselves into a clathrate arrangem
during the course of the molecular dynamics simulation.

Nucleation of clathrates can be described by a path in
four-dimensional order-parameter space (W4

gg,z1
gg,z2

gg,zhh)
that connects the liquid phase to the clathrate phase. N
that a path in order-parameter space is obtained by the
semble average of several million configurations@see Eq.
~9!#; therefore what we call a path, is a volume element
order-parameter space rather than a line. In order to desc
the clathrate nucleation process, we assumed that the cr
cluster size is equal to 14.5 Å and used a large system
~48 Å cubic box! to ensure minimal effects due to finit
system size. We started with a well equilibrated liquid pha
at mole fraction,XCO2

50.14 and performed umbrella sam
pling in the four-dimensional cluster order-parameter sp
(W4

gg,cluster,z1
gg,cluster,z2

gg,cluster,zhh,cluster) as outlined in Sec. II.
The principal order parameter~F1 in Sec. II! was chosen to
bez1

gg,cluster, because onset of order along this coordinate
pre-requisite for guest–guest ordering. Furthermore, i
clear that in increasing the value ofz1

gg,cluster, the system has
to do work against the hydrophobic effect. Therefore, it
reasonable to expect that the least probable of the therm
namic fluctuations is one that favors ordering along
z1

gg,clustercoordinate. The other three order-parameter coo
nates were left to evolve freely as the system explored
phase space during theNPT simulations. The first-order dis

FIG. 7. Snapshots of the molecular configurations are shown in the form
distribution of hydrogen bonds in space. The cubical subvolume of
whole system encompassing the cluster is shown. Six different snap
along the path of nucleation are depicted. The numbers correspond t
numbers marked along the free energy surface in Fig. 6~see Table II for the
evolution of the cluster order parameters along the path of nucleation!.
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tribution function of the Landau free energy hypersurfa
with respect to the coordinatez1

gg,cluster is shown in Fig. 6.
Starting from the liquid phase, six different snapshots alo
the path of nucleation are shown in Fig. 7, corresponding
points 1–6 in Fig. 6; the corresponding free energy chan
along the path are summarized in Table II. We reiterate t
the term ‘‘path’’ is indeed a volume element in orde
parameter space and not a line. To bring about this
clearly and give an idea of the size of the volume eleme
we provide in Table II the bounds of the distributions of t
three order parameters (W4

gg,cluster,z2
gg,cluster,zhh,cluster) at vari-

ous points along the path. In each volume element on
path, the bounds are reported as the minimum and the m
mum values of the order parameters corresponding to
configurations that the system had visited. The snaps
clearly show the transformation from the liquid like clust
to a cluster resembling the clathrate, leading us to concl
that the chosen four order parameters are sufficient to
scribe nucleation of the clathrate phase.

Convincing evidence to support the local structuring h
pothesis is provided in Fig. 8, in which slices of the Land
free energy hypersurface,Lslice@W4

gg,cluster#, along the
W4

gg,clustercoordinate, at six different regions along the pa
of nucleation, are shown for the 14.5 Å cluster. A slice of t
Landau free energy hypersurface along an order-param
coordinate is calculated by collecting a histogram of the o
dimensional probability function with respect to the ord
parameter as the system traverses the nucleation path. Fo
Lslice@W4

gg,cluster# functions marked 1,2, and 3, the glob
minimum corresponds to a liquid-like configuration with
the 16 Å cluster. Note that points 1, 2, and 3 also ha
liquid-like values for the order parameterszhh,cluster and
z1

gg,cluster. The guest–guest ordering (z1
gg,cluster) sets in be-

of
e
ots
the

TABLE II. Free energy change along the path of nucleation.

Index z1
gg,cluster z2

gg,cluster zhh,cluster W4
gg,cluster G/kBT

1 0.43 0.67 0.63 20.07–0.05 0
2 0.70 0.68–0.72 0.73 20.07–0.08 11
3 0.78 0.75–0.78 0.75 0.0–0.12 31
4 0.80 0.78–0.80 0.76 0.03–0.15 54
5 0.84 0.81 0.80 0.03–0.15 48
6 0.92 0.82–0.88 0.88 0.09–0.15 23

FIG. 8. The slices of the Landau free energy hypersurface,Lslice@W4
gg,cluster#,

at six different regions~marked in Fig. 6! are shown~a slice of the Landau
free energy surface is different from, and not to be confused with, the fi
order distribution function, which is a projection of the free energy surfa
along that coordinate!. As earlier, numbers correspond to the numbe
marked along the free energy surface in Fig. 6.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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tween points 2 and 5 along the path. At point 4, there i
significant change in the function,Lslice@W4

gg,cluster#, which
now displays a metastability nearW4

gg,cluster50.13, although
the global minimum is still at liquid-like values ofW4

gg,cluster.
The water molecules spontaneously relax between poin
and 6 along the path, simultaneously,Lslice@W4

gg,cluster#
changes shape to possess a global minimum at clathrate
values in the cluster (W4

gg,cluster50.14). Point 5 along the
path marks the end of the relaxation of the water molecu
to the local–guest perturbation, at which point the clus
resembles a clathrate structure~see snapshot 5 in Fig. 7!. The
path from point 5 to point 6 marks the commencement of
growth of the clathrate phase from the cluster, as describe
the section on cluster implants. The above-mentioned se
observations are exactly in accordance with the postula
local structuring hypothesis.

The free energy penalty,DFpath, associated with the pat
of nucleation is defined by the free energy barrier along
path @the free energy barrier is the difference in free ene
between the liquid phase and the saddle point on the
that has the largest~positive! free energy (DFpath5Gliquid

2Gsaddle)# is calculated using 11. The saddle point for t
Landau free energy hypersurface occurs between poin
and 5 along the nucleation path,~see Fig. 6!. The snapshot 5
in Fig. 7, verifies that the saddle indeed coincides with
formation of the critical nucleus. Therefore the reversib
work for embryo formation is exactly equal toDFpath. The
free energy barrier associated with the nucleation calcula
using Eq.~11! is equal to 55kBT.

In order to calculate the rate of nucleation from t
nucleation barrier we used transition state theory~TST!.55 In
using TST, the system is assumed to be in local thermo
namic equilibrium during the process of nucleation. T
nucleation rate is calculated using

k5
kBT

h
expS 2

DF

kBTD , ~13!

whereDF is the free energy barrier for nucleation, and t
ratio (kBT)/h is the frequency factor, equal to 4.68
31012s21 at 220 K. The rate of nucleation in the simulatio
cell @volume V5(48 Å)3# is calculated to be 6.08
310212s21. For the case of homogeneous nucleation,
rate of nucleation is proportional to volume,56 therefore in a
macroscopic volumeV, the rate of nucleation is given byk
56.08310212V/Vcritical nucleus.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on the Landau–Ginzburg free energy calculatio
the critical cluster size for the nucleation of CO2 clathrate
hydrate at the liquid–liquid interface of CO2 and H2O at 220
K and 4 MPA was calculated to be between 9.6 and 14.5
This is to be compared with the result of classical nucleat
theory, which predicts a critical size of 32 Å. It was show
that the mechanism of hydrate nucleation is in accord w
the ‘‘local structuring hypothesis.’’ A quantitative estimatio
of the free energy barrier to nucleation was obtained usin
path integral method, which samples the four-dimensio
order-parameter space. The precise free energy differenc
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tween the liquid phase and the transition state, and the t
sition state and the hydrate phase was calculated. T
et al.21,22 and Mori et al.10,11 have reported that the tim
scale for the nucleation of the CO2 clathrate hydrate in their
experiments to be of the order of 1–5 s. These experime
typically employed a CO2 droplet of diameter,D51 mm.
Assuming that the interface,d, is 10 Å wide ~see section
III A on CO2– H2O interface!, the volume accessible fo
nucleation in the experiments isV50.253p3D2d, equal to
7.831014(Å) 3. The time constant,l51/k, predicted by our
simulation results for the experimental volume is 1.2 s. T
significance ofl is that, if we start out withN identical
samples att50, then after the passage of timet5l, two-
thirds of the samples will undergo nucleation.57 Therefore
our prediction agrees reasonably well with the experimen
observations. In order to provide error bars on the compu
rate of nucleation, it must be recognized that the rate sc
linearly with the error involved in calculating the accessib
volume for nucleation, whereas it scales exponentially w
the error involved in calculating theDF. The former can
lead to a change in rate by a factor ofd/(Vcritical nucleus

1/3 )'3,
while the latter leads to a change in rate by a factor
exp~2!'10 because the intrinsic error in computingDF is of
the order of 2kBT. However, the effect of the concentratio
of CO2 on DF is not trivial to speculate and should be u
dertaken in a separate study.

We conclude by stating the main assumptions in our f
energy approach.~1! Finite system size of our simulations d
not alter the free energy barrier to nucleation. Free ene
barriers are known to be strongly dependent on system s
However, for the state conditions we have chosen, the
ume of the simulation cell is thirty times the volume of th
critical cluster. Therefore it is our opinion that the calculat
free energy barrier will be close to the infinite system. Ho
ever, a system size scaling analysis58 is necessary to validate
this assumption, which is currently beyond our compu
tional capabilities.~2! Nucleation is governed by equilibrium
thermodynamics. This carries with it the assumptions m
in the transition state theory.~3! The set of order parameter
that we have chosen is complete, i.e., the minimum free
ergy path to nucleation lies within our chosen order para
eter space.

A more rigorous approach that is devoid of assumptio
2 and 3 is based on ‘‘transition path sampling’’ described
Chandler et al.59–61 We are currently implementing thi
based on the initial pathway found in the current study.

Ongoing work in our group involves investigation of
mechanism for the homogeneous nucleation of ice from
uid water and nucleation of natural gas hydrates at the va
liquid interface of water and natural gas.
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